CORPORATE
IDENTITY GUIDE
Guidelines for Using the
Markant Wordmark

COPOR AT E I DEN T I T Y GUI DE ACCO U N TAB I L I T Y

Accountability
The watchword for the application of the wordmark and
the house style is integration, whether with the medium or
the environment. The “medium” could be one of Markant’s
products, or printed matter, or a company car, or a booth
at a trade show. “Environment” means that the design
used should go with the environmental factors, colour and
form. These guidelines, then, specify what is permitted
and what is not in this connection. Should there be a wish
to deviate from the examples herein, or in the case of
doubt, the design will have to be submitted to Markant’s
Communications Department in Houten.
Everything set out herein applies to both national and
international use.
Digital versions of all the items listed here are available.
They can be requested from the Communications
Department at the company’s headquarters in Houten.
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COPOR AT E I DEN T I T Y GUI DE PO L I C Y

Referring to the company by name
Our brand name is always ‘Markant’.
When we communicate our name in the media, such as in editorial pieces, and so on, we use ‘Markant’. In our
communications with our partners, suppliers and end customers, we always say ‘Markant’.
Names such as Markant BV, Markant Netherlands BV, Markant Office, or other variants may indeed be legally correct,
but still, in our communications we use only ‘Markant’.
Our ‘health and productivity’ tag line is a marketing tool and is used as a slogan with our logo on marketing materials.
We do not use this tag line in our name: it is only to support our marketing materials on- and offline.
Markant’s mission: ‘Markant encourages dynamic working in a pleasant and inspiring work environment as an
essential part of a healthy lifestyle.’

Environmental policy
Markant attaches great importance to the environment. We kindly ask you, then, not to print documents and e-mails
without good reason.
If you are in doubt about any of the foregoing, please check with the Communications Department at the company’s
headquarters in Houten.
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COPOR AT E I DEN T I T Y GUI DE B A S I C D E S I G N

1. Basic design
A logo is a graphical expression of the brand identity and experience. When it is used among countless other visual
elements, a logo is at the heart of a sustainable visual form. Examples and instructions for the use and manufacture of
the materials for the house style can be found in this manual.

> 1.1 Basic version of the wordmark
For print applications, the Markant wordmark is available in various digital forms. You can downloaded these from our
website, or contact the Communications Department at Markant’s headquarters in Houten.

> 1.2 Use of the tag line
A tag line is a short phrase that captures what a company is all about. The ‘health & productivity’ slogan has been
chosen as the tag line for Markant. It is there to reinforce the Markant wordmark. With this new tag line, we want to
put an even greater emphasis on our new mission and vision.

We use the following rule at Markant:
The tag line is used only in combination with the wordmark. The tag line is part of the wordmark. The intention
is that the tag line will always be used in communications, for example in advertisements or in editorial pieces in
newspapers, magazines and websites, but also on all printed materials that have an informative purpose, such as
brochures, promotional materials, leaflets and manuals. Except in a couple of cases, the wordmark must always
be used with the tag line. If you are in any doubt, check with the Communications Department in Houten.
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> 1.3 The minimum size of the wordmark
Making the wordmark smaller makes it harder to read. If it is less than 60 mm wide, the tag line is dropped. In that case,
the wordmark is used with no tag line. This variant should not be smaller than 29 mm wide so that it can still be read.

Minimum width of the wordmark
with the tag line: 60 mm

Minimum width of the wordmark
without the tag line: 29 mm

> 1.4 Distances around the logo
The wordmark should never be placed at the edge of a page or right next another item. There must always be a clear
space, as wide as an M, all around the logo. Please see the illustration below.
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COPOR AT E I DEN T I T Y GUI DE B A S I C D E S I G N

> 1.5 Wordmark with tag line: variant 1
In addition to the basic version of the wordmark with the tag line, there are two possible variants. The first consists of
the wordmark with the tag line in a black frame, and should be used when it is not clear where the wordmark should
be positioned. For example, when there is too much clutter around the logo, such as other logos on a partner website,
or if the logo is on a pillar at the entrance to a business park or is on a stand. If you are in any doubt, always consult the
Communications Department in Houten.
On a dark background (> ± 60% coverage), the variant with the white area surrounded by the frame will always be used.

Voorbeeld op een donkere ondergrond.

Voorbeeld op een donkere ondergrond.
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Voorbeeld in combinatie met andere logo’s

> 1.6 Wordmark with tag line: variant 2
The second variant in addition to the basic version consists of the wordmark with the tag line in a black area. This
variant, also known as a diapositive, may be used only in this form. It is used in cases where the wordmark has to be
placed on a turbulent or coloured background, such as in a picture or a video, or on a bright or coloured surface. It may
also be used when the surface beneath is black. If you are in any doubt, check with the Communications Department in
Houten.

Voorbeeld op een lichte ondergrond.
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COPOR AT E I DEN T I T Y GUI DE B A S I C D E S I G N

> 1.7 Wordmark without the tag line
The wordmark should be used without the tag line in the following cases:
- If space is limited, such as on give-aways.
- When it must be smaller than 60 mm.
- When the tag line does not apply (for example, office accessories).
- If an overall image has to be given, such as on packaging.
- When the tag line does not add anything or is not applicable.
- For the branding of products with screen printing, embroidery or other “rough” techniques.

> 1.8 Wordmark without the tag line
The distance to the edge should always be the width of the logo’s initial M.

These variants may also be used as described in 1.5 and 1.6.

Minimum width of the wordmark
without the tag line: 29 mm
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> 1.7 Use parts of the wordmark background
The wordmark may be used in backgrounds in a 10% percentage of the original. This causes shapes and surfaces which
form a recognizable image. Use it always in combination with the original word mark. Preferably, the M used, but also
the two A’s are usable.

> 1.9 social media profile picture
For use on various social media we use a black surface with a white M. Different social media websites will show the
profile image in a square, rounded or round frame.

LinkedIn.com/markant

Facebook.com/markant

twitter.com/markant

pinterest.com/markant
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COPOR AT E I DEN T I T Y GUI DE U S E O F CO LO U R

2. Use of colour
The printing technique and the surface on which the colours are printed have an impact on how the colours show up.
In fact, for a number of techniques and surfaces, other colour specifications are required.
The specifications included in this Coporate Identity Guide are the most common in the Markant house style.
Please note: The colours shown here are digitally printed and should not be used as colour references or be taken to represent
the end result.

>2.1 House-style colours
We use five standard house-style colours, which appear on the page on the right.

>2.2 Full colour
When black bars are used -- without text -- and we want to achieve a deep black, we will set the black in full colour for
the best results.
In that case, the CMYK values are as follows:
Cyan:

30%

Magenta:

20%

Yellow:

20%

Black:

100%

In addition to 30% black, to make instructions clear, orange can be used for arrows and lines. The choice of colour is
open, but do make sure they are not mixed up within a single document or brochure.

>2.3 QR codes
QR codes are two-dimensional barcodes that can be scanned quickly and easily with the camera on almost any modern
smartphone. The QR code is then transformed into text, whether interactive or not, and/or into a link to a website or a
particular page on a site. Free QR code generators can be found on the internet.
For an explanation or more information, please get in touch with the Communications Department at the company’s
headquarters in Houten.
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Black: 100%

Black: 75%

Black: 55%

Black: 40%

Blue: Cyan 100%

Rich black:
Cyaan:

30%

Magenta:

20%

Geel:

20%

Zwart:

100%
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H UISST IJLHA N DB OE K HOUS E S T Y L E F O N T

3. House style fonts
Markant has 1 house style font. ‘Ubuntu’. This font is a ‘GoogleFont’. This can be used widely both offline and online.
These are fonts that are not installed on your computer or laptop by default. Via Google Fonts, these can be
downloaded easily and safely. If you encounter problems, please contact your local network administrator.

>3.1 Use of fonts
Neither font can be used when smaller than corps 4! All text must be aligned to the left and must never be filled in.
Exceptions are made for promotions, when text can also be centred.

>3.2 Letter width
This font should never be spaced or widened, widened or narrowed. Always 100% width.

>3.3 Exception email
As an exception, email applies. Both under the email and signature as in an email campaign program like Mailchimp. If
the Ubuntu is not available, use the Arial as an alternative font.
> 3.4 Font combinations
The base of the Ubuntu font is the light version. Flat text is set in this font. Intermediates are placed in the Medium. This
combination is more beautiful than Regualr and Bold. The Bold variant is NOT used for the time being!
> 3.5 Application on a button
A call-to-action button for online use does not use the normal bracket but the so-called ‘Single Right Pointing Angle
Quotation Mark’.

›
Sign up ›
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Login

›

Download

›

Font: Ubuntu Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
1234567890!@#$%^&*()-_=+?/<>,.”
Font: Ubuntu Light Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
1234567890!@#$%^&*()-_=+?/<>,.”

Font: Ubuntu Medium

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
1234567890!@#$%^&*()-_=+?/<>,.”
Font: Ubuntu Medium Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
1234567890!@#$%^&*()-_=+?/<>,.”
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COPOR AT E I DEN T I T Y GUI DE E X AM PL E S

4. Examples
This corporate identity guide will be extended each time with new examples of application of the corporate identity.
If the information in this manual is not clear enough, the Markant’s Communications Department in Houten makes the
design decisions. Send your sketch design to communicatie@markantoffice.com.

> 4.1 Example company clothing
Company clothing currently has 2 purposes:
1. All technicians who are responsible for off-site visits to dealers and end users must wear company
clothing featuring the Markant logo when on location.
2. W
 e will wear company clothing during Open House events and Dealer days. Company clothing must always be black
and feature the following print:

only frontside

frontside and backside

> 4.2 Example carsigning
Markant will always purchase black or white vans to which, depending on the model, lettering will be applied as below.
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> 4.3 Example property signage
The basic signage is the black logo on a white background. On glass surfaces we use an 'etched glass' adhesive foil
variant. See examples.
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